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Founding year 2019

The brand name “Reign Lab” was founded in 2019

by a team of experienced people with love and dedication to the prod-

ucts and services that concern the photographer and his needs. USB 

Flash Drive has become one of the most productive means for pro-

fessional photographers to transfer and/or copy large files as well as 

present their valuable work to their clients.

The USB Flash Drives which the company offers are USB3.0 (Super 

Speed) and can reach maximum transmission rate 5 Gbps (5.120 Mbps) 

data. There are three types of formats, NTFS/ FAT32/ exFAT making it 

possible to quickly copy, transfer or delete files and videos in Windows, 

Linux and macOS environment

They are available in capacities of 16GB, 32GB and 64GB and the 

retail price depends on the ordered quantity of 1 - 10 - 25 - 50 - 100 

pieces. If you need more pieces, please contact the company. The com-

bination of materials and techniques such as wood, plexiglass and arti-

ficial leather with the option of engraving or printing, can enhance the 

presentation of your work. Optional decorative packaging is available 

in different designs and materials



USB
Wood

DPW1
set

An economical solution 

offered by the company, 

is the USB flash drive 

with the appropriate 

packaging. Available in 

natural shade. Offered 

with engraving or 

printing. 



USB
Wood

White, the symbol 

of purity, hope 

and trust! Strong 

minimalistic and partly 

Scandinavian style of 

presentation, especially 

when combined with 

the corresponding 

packaging     

DPW2



USB
Wood

A sense of natural and 

simple design that, 

in combination with 

the corresponding 

packaging, gives a 

romantic and warm 

style to the presentation 

of your work 

DPW3



USB
Wood

Warmth and luxury... 

The dark color in 

the wood conveys 

the maturing of the 

material and the 

engraving element 

would go perfectly 

in combination with 

a kraft packaging or 

wooden presentation 

box.

DPW4



USB
Wood

A heart... to keep the most 

precious moments of your 

life safe. The dark color 

on the wood conveys the 

maturing of the material 

and the element engraving 

would go perfectly with this 

particular kraft packaging .

DHEART



USB
Acrylic

The combination of 

silver and pink metal 

with plexiglass gives an 

extremely minimalist 

character to your 

presentation with 

strong notes of luxury 

and simplicity. It is 

recommended to print on 

either plexiglass or metal.

DPA1
slim



USB
Acrylic

DPA2
slim



USB
Acrylic

Simple, elegant and 

smoothy style after the 

“marriage” of two very 

contrasting materials: 

natural wood and 

industrial plexiglass. 

Available in two shades: 

natural and dark brown. 

Printing on plexiglass 

or engraving on wood is 

recommended

DPA3
slim



USB
Acrylic

DPA4
slim



USB
Acrylic

XL sizes!! Impressiveness 

and luxury combined with 

the mix of plexiglass and 

wood but in a larger size. 

Available in two shades: 

natural and dark brown. 

Printing on plexiglass 

or engraving on wood is 

recommended.

DPA3
thick



USB
Acrylic

DPA4
thick

*The price does not include packaging



USB
Leatherette

Classic and timeless! 

Available in three shades 

white, black and brown. 

It is recommended to 

print an element on a case 

with the corresponding 

leatherette color 

for a comprehensive 

presentation of your 

project.

DPL1



USB
Customized

Alternative and unique... 

For photography and 

camera lovers. Made 

of durable material 

that offers tremendous 

durability and protection 

over time. Pair it with 

matching packaging to 

stand out.

DCAMERA

*The price does not include packaging



USB
Packaging Box Natural 

Plexiglass box with 
drawer

Wooden frame with 
fabric or leatherette 

Kraft or 
White box

Lacquered box 

The type of boxes are divided 

into kraft boxes, casket boxes, 

wooden boxes, leather boxes, 

fabric boxes with plexiglass 



Box
Photo & USB

The boxes are based 

on creativity, in the 

variety of materials and 

harmonious color design. 

Luxury handmade wooden 

presentation boxes in 

dimension 13x19 for photos 

and usb slot.
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